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High density collimated beams of relativistic ions produced by petawatt laser pulses in plasmas
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Under optimal interaction conditions ions can be accelerated up to relativistic energies by a petawatt laser
pulse in both underdense and overdense plasmas. Two-dimensional particle in cell simulations show that the
laser pulse drills a channel through an underdense plasma slab due to relativistic self-focusing. Both ions and
electrons are accelerated in the head region of the channel. However, ion acceleration is more effective at the
end of the slab. Here electrons from the channel expand in vacuum and are followed by the ions dragged by the
Coulomb force arising from charge separation. A similar mechanism of ion acceleration occurs when a super-
intense laser pulse interacts with a thin slab of overdense plasma and the pulse ponderomotive pressure moves
all the electrons away from a finite-diameter spot.

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk, 52.65.Rr
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for a long time that the interaction
ultraintense laser pulses with plasmas leads to the gener
of fast particles, from x- andg-ray photons to high energ
ions, electrons, and positrons@1–14#. However, completely
new conditions occur when the plasma is irradiated b
petawatt laser pulse. In this case ion acceleration becom
major feature of the plasma dynamics even in the case
short pulses.

An ultrahigh intensity laser pulse in a plasma underg
relativistic self-focusing, which leads to the channeling
the laser radiation. The dynamics of the plasma channel
duced by a multiterawatt laser pulse in an underdense pla
was studied experimentally in Ref.@10#. Self-focusing and
channeling of the laser pulse were reported and the dyna
of the excitation and ionization of the ambient gas was st
ied. A high radial ionization velocity of the surrounding g
was observed after the formation of the channel. It was
tributed to fast ions propagating radially outward with r
spect to the channel, under the effect of the electrostatic fi
arising from charge separation when the electrons are
pelled from the channel@15#. Following Ref. @16#, this ion
acceleration mechanism was called the ‘‘Coulomb exp
sion.’’

In Refs. @10# and @15# the ion acceleration is associate
with the breaking of plasma quasineutrality when electro
are expelled from the self-focusing radiation channel in
plasma and the ions expand due to the repulsion of the n
compensated electrical charge. The typical energy of the
ions was calculated by balancing the force due to cha
separation @Dw54pe(ni2ne)# with the ponderomotive
force of the laser radiation on the electrons@F
52mc2

“'(11ae
2)1/2#. Here ae5eE/mvc. Thus the ion

energy is proportional to the ponderomotive potential a
scales asmc2ae for ae@1. In these estimates it is implie
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/7271~11!/$15.00
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that the laser-plasma interaction is adiabatic on the elec
time scale and that the response of ions is much slower.

In the regime of nonadiabatic interaction of the laser pu
with the plasma, the ion acceleration is more effective a
the ion energy scales asmc2ae

2 . To reach such a regime o
effective ion acceleration laser pulses are required in
petawatt power range, as we discuss below. Moreover, t
dimensional~2D! particle in cell~PIC! simulations@17# in-
dicate that additional mechanisms of ion acceleration ar
work and that ions are accelerated both in the radial and
the forward directions.

In the case of an overdense plasma the role of the cha
is taken by the hole bored by the laser pulse@18#. In the case
of a thin foil @3,19#, one-dimensional~1D! PIC simulations
have shown that ions are accelerated in the forward direct
These latter results were obtained within the framework o
planar model which is valid as long as the transverse siz
the laser pulse is much larger than the acceleration len
However, such planar models overestimate the ion accel
tion since the electrostatic potential grows indefinitely as
size of the plasma cloud increases. Therefore higher dim
sional simulations are needed. Such simulations are
needed in the case of ultraintense laser pulses in near-cr
density plasmas and in overdense plasmas, as these p
are subject to relativistic self-focusing, the description
which requires at least 2D PIC simulations.

Simple analytical estimates of the energy that the ions
acquire, as a function of the pulse amplitude and shape
of the plasma parameters, can be obtained only with
models ~with planar, cylindrical, or spherical symmetry!.
Nevertheless, these estimates are useful in multidimensi
PIC simulations as the starting point in order to identify t
optimal regimes for ion acceleration. In the following w
show that the scaling of the ion energy with the pulse int
sity can be optimized by considering regimes where the
teraction between the laser pulse and the plasma is nona
7271 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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7272 PRE 62Y. SENTOKU et al.
batic. Such a regime is realized, e.g., when the pulse
sufficiently short or when a long pulse develops a sharp fr
@20# due to its nonlinear evolution.

An electron interacting with a plane electromagnetic wa
acquires an energy equal toEe5mc2ae

2/25Mc2ah
2/2 where

ah[
eE

AmMvc
[Am

M
ae , ~1!

andM /m is the ion to electron mass ratio. For intensities
the order of I'231021 W/cm2, corresponding to lase
pulses with powers in the petawatt range, the value of
dimensionless amplitude is of order 1. This means that
electrons in the wave field become as heavy as ions. In
underdense plasma a short laser pulse generates a p
wake wave with amplitudew5Ee /e, wherew is the electro-
static potential@21# ~if the ion motion in the wake field is
included, the wake potential is limited byw
,min@ae

2 ,M/m#). Thus, for ah'1 the ions gain an energ
'Mc2 during half a period of the wake wave and the i
motion in the wake of the laser pulse in an underde
plasma becomes relativistic. We note that this scaling
more favorable than the scaling, linear in the amplitudeae ,
that would be obtained for a smooth long pulse interact
adiabatically with the plasma. This favorable scaling ma
it possible to accelerate ions in the plasma to relativistic
ergies for amplitudes of the laser radiation much smaller t
those for which the dimensionless amplitude calculated w
the ion mass,ai5eE/Mvc, becomes of order 1, i.e., fo
which the ion quiver velocity equals the speed of light. Th
last amplitude corresponds to an intensityI'7
31024 W/cm2 for a 1 mm laser in a hydrogen plasma.

The maximum energy that the particles can gain dur
the whole acceleration process when they interact resona
with the wake can be estimated as'ewm /(12vph /c) ~see
Ref. @22#!, wherevph'c(12v2/2vpe

2 ) is the phase velocity
of the wake wave. We see that in the petawatt regime
maximum energy does not depend on the pulse amplit
and is given by

E'ewm~v/vp!2'Mc2~v/vp!2, ~2!

corresponding to'10–100 GeV in a plasma with densit
n'(0.120.01)ncr . As mentioned before these estimat
have been obtained in the framework of a one-dimensio
approximation. The effect of the transverse inhomogen
of the laser-plasma interaction, due to the finite size of
laser beam, is expected to lower the amplitude of the w
field and the efficiency of the charged particle acceleratio

Similar estimates can be obtained for the case when
laser pulse interacts with an overdense plasma. We take
plasma to have the form of a thin slab of widthl s and assume
that it is irradiated by a laser beam with amplitudeae and
radiusR@ l s at the focus. The electrons interacting with t
laser light are expelled from their initial positions in th
plasma slab. If the electron energy in the pulse fieldEe

5mc2ae
2/2 is large enough, they can overcome the attrac

electric field due to charge separation. To move the electr
off ~to distances larger than the laser spot size!, the pulse
amplitude must be such thatEe.ECoulomb, where the Cou-
lomb energy is aboutECoulomb'2pe2nlsR, i.e.,
is
t
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de
2 D 1/2

[S 4pe0R

l D 1/2

. ~3!

Here de5c/vpe is the collisionless skin depth ande0

5 l sl/4pde
2 the dimensionless parameter introduced in R

@23#. Later, the ions start to expand due to Coulomb rep
sion ~Coulomb explosion!. They gain an energy of the orde
of ECoulomb, which, assumingEe'ECoulomb, can be rewritten
as

E i'Mc2S m

M Dae
25Mc2ah

2 ~4!

and is of the order of the ion rest mass whenah'1.
From the above estimates we expect that the laser ac

eration of the ions in a plasma will result in a number
important effects that will make it possible to identify th
mechanism of ion acceleration and that can be used for v
ous applications such as the following.~1! Ion acceleration
up to high energy values can shed light on the neutron p
duction in overdense plasmas observed in@24#. ~2! Ion ac-
celeration opens up a way of producing laser induced nuc
reactions in a controlled way@25#. ~3! The generation of
GeV ions can be used for ion injection into convention
accelerators.~4! Compact sources of ions with energy in th
range of several hundred MeV can be of interest for vario
applications in medicine@26,27#.

The goal of the present paper is to analyze, with 2D P
simulations, the mechanisms of ion acceleration by petaw
laser pulses in underdense and overdense plasmas in
nonadiabatic interaction regime. In Sec. II we study the
teraction of such a laser pulse with a slab of underde
plasma and calculate the ion acceleration both inside the
and in the plasma cloud that forms at the back of the s
after the laser pulse has drilled a hole through the slab
Sec. III we study the interaction of a pulse in the petaw
power range with a slab of overdense plasma. We ana
the ion acceleration and collimation in two different cas
first from a flat plasma foil and then from a properly pred
formed foil ~converging lens!.

II. INTERACTION OF A LASER PULSE WITH A SLAB
OF UNDERDENSE PLASMA

First we investigate the interaction of a laser pulse with
slab of underdense plasma using 2D PIC fully relativis
simulations with ion to electron mass ratioM /m51840
(AM /m543). We consider a circularly polarized laser pul
with dimensionless amplitudeae550. The pulse is Gaussia
with full width l'510l and lengthl i520l. The plasma
density isn50.2025ncr and corresponds to the ratiovpe /v
50.45. The length of the plasma slab isL5150l. It begins
at x50 and is preceded by a vacuum region 5l long and
followed by a vacuum region 65l long. The laser pulse is
initialized outside the plasma in the vacuum regionx,0.

A. Ion acceleration inside the plasma slab

In Fig. 1 we present the (x,y) distribution of the electron
~a! and ion~b! densities, of thex component of the electric
field ~c! and of thez component of the magnetic field~d! at
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PRE 62 7273HIGH DENSITY COLLIMATED BEAMS OF . . .
FIG. 1. The (x,y) distribution of the electron~a! and ion ~b!
densities, of thex component of the electric field~c!, and of thez
component of the magnetic field~d! at t5170(2p/v). The thick
line in the subframe in frame~c! shows @(E21B2)/2#1/2 on the
pulse axis, while the thin line gives its initial distribution@shifted
for comparison to the position of the pulse att5170(2p/v)#.
t5170(2p/v). The laser pulse is focused in a relative
small region due to relativistic self-focusing and has dev
oped a sharp front due to the effect of stimulated backw
Raman scattering~SBRS!. The formation of the sharp front
which is shown in the small subframe in~c!, makes the in-
teraction between the laser pulse and the plasma nona
batic and is responsible for theae

2 scaling of the electron and
ion energies as mentioned in the Introduction. In Fig. 2
show the phase planes (px,x) and (py,x) of electrons~a!,~b!
and ions~c!,~d!.

The main features exhibited by these simulations
these.

~1! A region with a strong electric field of opposite pola
ity is formed: electrons move first, pushed by the ponde
motive force of the laser pulse, and only later, because
their inertia, do ions start to move under the action of t
electric field due to charge separation. As a result, a confi
ration propagating with the group velocity of the laser pu
is formed with an electric field that accelerates both electr
(pxe'3600mc) and ions (pxi'0.2Mc). The x distribution
of the ion momentum alongy has a structure that is no
correlated with the position of the double layer.

~2! Behind this double polarity region the laser pulse e
pels both electrons and ions in the transverse direction. H
ever, the channel behind the laser pulse is not totally eva
ated as can be seen in Fig. 1. Indeed, the plasma m
predominantly outward in the radial direction, but at t
same time an ‘‘inverted’’ corona mode of a hot, inward e
panding plasma is formed. Reaching the channel axis, th
hot plasma flows form a relatively dense plasma filamen
the region 110l,x,146l. The phenomenon of the inverte
corona and of the formation of a hot filament inside t
channel was discussed in Refs.@28,29# in the framework of
the gas dynamics approximation. In the present case the
ation is more complex: the inward expanding plasma is
homogeneous in the direction along the channel and
formed by narrow jets, and the role of the particle collisio
on the axis, leading to isotropization, is expected to be ta
by the magnetic field. In addition a significant portion of th
filament is made of the plasma that enters the chan
through the front region of the channel. The electric curr
carried by the filament sustains the dipolar magnetic fi
which in turns focuses the plasma toward the axis.
s

s

FIG. 2. The phase plane
(pxe ,x) and (pye ,x) of electrons
~a!,~b! and the phase plane
(pxi ,x) and (pyi ,x) of ions~c!,~d!
at t5170(2p/v).
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7274 PRE 62Y. SENTOKU et al.
B. Ion acceleration and collimation at the back
of the plasma slab

After the laser pulse has bored through the plasma sla
high energy plasma cloud appears at the end of the cha
at the back of the slab. Electrons expand in vacuum fa
than ions and leave behind an ion cloud with a noncomp
sated electric charge.

Figure 3 gives the (x,y) distribution of the electron~a!
and ion~b! densities, of thex component of the electric field
~c!, and of thez component of the magnetic field~d! at t

FIG. 3. The (x,y) distribution of the electron~a! and ion ~b!
densities, of thex component of the electric field~c!, and of thez
component of the magnetic field~d! at t5230(2p/v).
a
nel
er
n-

5230(2p/v), after the laser pulse has drilled a hole throu
the plasma slab, and Fig. 4 shows the corresponding p
planes (px,x) ~a! and (px,y) ~b! of electrons, and of ions
~c,d!. We see that the electron cloud expands into
vacuum region in the forward direction. The phase plan
(px,x) of electrons~a! and of ions~c! show that the electron
energy decreases while ions are accelerated up to relativ
energies (pxi.0.8Mc). We observe that, even at the quan
tative level, the simplified estimates given in the Introducti
are not too far from the values obtained with our PIC sim
lations. An important feature of these results is the ion c
limation shown in the ion phase plane (pxi ,y) in Fig. 4~d!.
This collimation can be explained by pinching in the se
generated magnetic field, which changes the polarity at
ion jet axis as shown by the slices of the ion~dash-dotted
line! and electron~dashed line! densities and of thez com-
ponent of the magnetic field~solid line! shown atx5155.5
in Fig. 5~a! and atx5168.5 in~b!. We see that close to th
channel end atx5155.5 the ion and electron densities in th
filament are almost equal locally and the magnetic field
mainly produced by the electric current carried by the el
trons. The magnetic field vanishes at the axis and change
sign. At x5168.5 instead, near the filament axis, the i
density is much larger than the electron density. The dep
dence of the magnetic field on they coordinate shows tha
inside the ion jet the magnetic field is produced by the el
tric current of the relativistic ions moving along thex direc-
tion.

C. Ion acceleration due to the Coulomb explosion

The mechanisms that accelerate the ions in the clou
the back of the slab can be described by invoking the pull
the ions by the electrons that are expanding in the forw
direction, and the inductive electric field generated by
fast change of the magnetic field during the expansion of
magnetized plasma cloud. These mechanisms work toge
with a continuous change from one to the other and prov
an energy gain of the same order of magnitude. In orde
obtain simple analytical estimates of the energy that the i
can acquire in the Coulomb explosion of the ion cloud,
adopt a simplified model that assumes spherical~cylindrical,
planar! symmetry. We write the continuity equation for th
ion densityN(r ,t) as
s

s

FIG. 4. The phase plane
(pxe ,x) and (pxe ,y) of electrons
~a!,~b! and the phase plane
(pxi,x) and (pxi,y) of ions ~c!,~d!
at t5230(2p/v).
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] tN1r 2n] r~r nNv r !50, ~5!

wheren50,1,2 for planar, cylindrical, and spherical geom
etry, respectively. This equation must be solved with
boundary condition

r nNv r5J at r 50, ~6!

which corresponds to a point source of ions with intensitJ
at the origin and models the ion flux into the vacuum reg
from the channel drilled through the plasma slab. The eq
tion of motion and Poisson equation read

] tpr1v r] rpr5eE, ~7!

r 2n] r~r nE!54peN. ~8!

Substituting the expression for the ion density obtained fr
Eq. ~8! into Eq. ~5!, multiplying by r n, and integrating with
respect tor, we obtain

] t~r nE!1v r] r~r nE!54peJ. ~9!

Solving Eqs.~7! and ~9!, we obtain the equations for th
characteristicsr (t) andp(t) in the form

] tpr5eE, ~10!

] tr 5c
pr

AM2c21pr
2

, ~11!

] t~r nE!54peJ. ~12!

In the nonrelativistic limit, whenpr!mic
2, we find the fol-

lowing asymptotic dependence of the ion energy onr:

Ei5
~4pe2Jmi

1/2!2/3

21/3
3H ~3r /2!4/3 for n50

~9r /4!2/3 for n51

~3 ln r /2!2/3 for n52.

~13!

For relativistic ion energies,pr@Mc, ] tr'c, we obtain

Ei5
4pe2J

c
3H r 2/2 for n50

r for n51

ln r for n52.

~14!

FIG. 5. Ion ~dash-dotted line! and electron~dashed line! densi-
ties and thez component of the magnetic field~solid line! at x
5155.5 in frame~a! and atx5168.5 in frame~b!.
e

n
a-

In the nonrelativistic case the ion fluxJ at the end of the
channel can be estimated asJ5pR2Nv i , with v i the veloc-
ity of the ions at the channel end andR the channel radius. In
the relativistic case we haveJ5pR2Nc. Thus the typical ion
energy is

Ei'~pmc2!2/3S Mv i
2

2 D 1/3S R

de
D 4/3

and

E i'4pNe2R2'mc2S R

de
D 2

, ~15!

in the nonrelativistic and in the relativistic case, respective
In the simulations presented above the ratio of the chan
radius to the collisionless skin depth is about 30, which giv
E i'900mc2, consistent with the value of the mean energy
fast ions seen in Fig. 4. Clearly, in a real configuration t
Coulomb explosion is not spherically symmetric; neverth
less Eq.~15! gives the correct order of magnitude of th
energy of the fast ions.

D. Ion acceleration due to the inductive electric field

During the expansion of the magnetized plasma cloud
inductive electric field is generated by the fast change of
magnetic field. As seen in Figs. 1, 3, and 5, the se
generated magnetic field vanishes at the axis and change
sign in the upper and lower regions. When the electron-
cloud leaves the channel it carries the magnetic fieldB frozen
into the plasma at a distance larger than the collisionless
depth. In the expanding plasma the magnetic field decre
and its value can be found from the conservation of the m
netic flux: F5pL2B5const whereL(t) is the cloud radius.
At the beginning of the expansion,L is approximately equa
to the channel radiusR and B can be estimated from th
expression for the self-generated magnetic fieldB54pneR
obtained in@31#. The change of the magnetic field leads
the generation of the electric fieldE5L̇B/c5L̇F/pcL2 di-
rected along the laser beam axis. This electric field acce
ates the ions in the forward direction and slows down
electrons, which is similar to the acceleration mechani
that occurs during the process of magnetic field line rec
nection ~see@30#!. A relativistic charged particle in the vi
cinity of the axis~where it is not magnetized! acquires an
energy of the order ofE i'4pne2R2. This energy is of the
order of the energy gain in the Coulomb explosion.

III. ION ACCELERATION IN A SLAB
OF OVERDENSE PLASMA

In this section we first discuss the results of our 2D P
simulations of the ion acceleration by an ultrarelativistic
ser pulse in a flat slab of overdense plasma. Then, we c
sider a properly predeformed plasma slab~‘‘convergent
lens’’!, which makes it possible to optimize the collimatio
of the accelerated ion beam at the back of the slab. The
of the simulation region is 12.4315l2. The boundary con-
ditions are periodic in they direction for the particles and th
electromagnetic fields. The boundaries in thex direction are
absorbing for the electromagnetic waves while the partic
are reflected with the thermal velocity. The number of g
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FIG. 6. Electromagnetic energy density~a!
and~b! andEx component of the electric field~c!
and ~d!. @Frames~a! and ~c! present the configu-
ration att59(2p/v), and frames~b! and~d! cor-
respond tot515(2p/v).# The electromagnetic
energy density is normalized to the peak value
the incident laser pulse. The contour levels va
from 0.1 to 1.2 with the interval 0.1. The electri
field is nomalized to the laser fieldEy0.
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points and particles in the simulations is 85031024 and
7.23106.

In the first case a plasma slab~a thin foil! is localized
initially at 5l,x,7l. In the second case a foil of thicknes
2l is predeformed in its central part in the shape of
parabola given, forx,6l, by the formulax54l10.32(y
27.5l)2/l. In both cases the maximum plasma density
n530ncr and the plasma consists of protons~ion massM
51840m) and electrons with initial electron and ion tem
peratures equal to 800 eV.

We expect that in the case of the predeformed foil
high absorption of an obliquely incidentp-polarized pulse
and the additional focusing of the transmitted light will le
to a more effective ion acceleration than in the case of
flat foil configuration. An ultraintensep-polarized laser pulse
is initiated at the left hand side boundary. The pulse ha
Gaussian profile in both the longitudinal and the transve
directions, its length and spot size~its width! are 5.5l and
5l, respectively. The normalized amplitude of the incide
pulse is equal toae589, and is larger thanAM /m.43. Thus
we expect that the ions are accelerated up to extremely
energies. For a 1mm laser, this intensity corresponds
e

s

e

e

a
e

t

gh

1.631022 W/cm2 and the pulse length to 18 fs. Such pul
parameters are within the reach of the technological de
opments that can be expected to occur in the next few y
@32#.

For the chosen parameters of the laser pulse and of
plasma, the dimensionless parametere05vpe

2 l s/2vc @see Eq.
~3!# is equal to 180. The normalized laser amplitudeae
589 is smaller thane0. In this case, according to Ref.@23#
the foil is not transparent to the laser radiation and only
relatively small portion of the radiation can be transmitt
through the foil.

A. Interaction of the laser pulse with a flat thin foil

The results of our simulations of the interaction of t
laser pulse with the flat foil are shown in Fig. 6. Frames~a!
and ~c! correspond tot59(2p/v) and frames~b! and ~d!
correspond tot515(2p/v). Frames~a! and ~b! show the
distribution of the electromagnetic energy density and fram
~c! and~d! show thex component of the electric field in th
(x,y) plane. We see the deformation of the foil surface un
the ponderomotive pressure that pushes the electrons in
FIG. 7. The phase plane
(pxe,x) of electrons with energy
above 1.5 MeV att59(2p/v) ~a!
and att515(2p/v) ~b!.
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FIG. 8. The phase plane o
ions (pxi,x) at t59(2p/v) ~a!
and att515(2p/v) ~b!.
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forward direction. The electric charge separation leads to
generation of a strong electrostatic field as shown in fram
~b! and ~d!. A relatively small fraction of pulse is transmit
ted: the fractions of the transmitted and of the reflected
ergies are about 6.1% and 42.2%, respectively. An impor
feature exhibited by Fig. 6 is the strong focusing of the
diation reflected in the backward direction, as found in R
@23#. The transverse size of the reflected beam spot is c
to one wavelength. This backward focusing of the elect
magnetic radiation is a nonlinear effect caused by the de
mation of the critical surface under the light pressure. W
analyze this deformation of the target induced by the rad
tion and the resulting backward self-focusing in the so ca
snow plough model. In this approximation the critical su
face moves inside a thick plasma as

j~ t !5
E

A4pnM
t5aeS v

vpe
DAm

M
ct, ~16!

and, in the case of a thin foil of widthl s , as
e
s

-
nt
-
f.
se
-
r-
e
-

d
-

j~ t !5ae
2S v

vpe
D 2 m

M

c2t2

l s
. ~17!

Expanding the laser pulse amplitude near its axis asae

'a0@12y2/(2l'
2 )#, where l' is the pulse transverse inho

mogeneity scale, we find that the foil gets deformed into
parabolic shape given by

x5j0~ t !@12by2/~2l'
2 !#. ~18!

For a thick plasmab51 andj0(t) is given by Eq.~16! with
a5a0, while for a thin foil b52 andj0(t) is given by Eq.
~17!. The radiation reflected from the mirror is focused at t
distance xf5 l'

2 /2bj0(t), which approaches the plasma
vacuum interface as the deformation of the mirror grows

Charged particles are accelerated very effectively both
the forward and in the backward directions. In Fig. 7 t
phase plane of the electrons with energy above 1.5 MeV
shown att59(2p/v) in frame ~a!, and att515(2p/v) in
frame ~b!. We see in frame~a! that the electrons are acce
erated in the forward direction by the ponderomotive for
of
e-
FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 6 in the case
the interaction of the laser pulse with a pred
formed foil.
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FIG. 10. The phase plane
(pxe,x) of electrons with energy
above 1.5 MeV att59(2p/v) ~a!
and at t515(2p/v) ~b! in the
case of the predeformed foil.
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and are extracted in the backward direction due to ‘‘vacu
heating’’ @34,35#. In Fig. 7~b! we see that the electrons a
accelerated in the forward direction twice per laser per
due to thev3B force @36,37# and the energetic electrons a
accelerated in the backward direction once per laser pe
as observed in Refs.@38,39#.

The phase plane of the fast ions is shown in Fig. 8 at
59(2p/v) in frame~a! and att515(2p/v) in frame~b!. We
see that the ions are accelerated both in the backward d
tion, as discussed in Ref.@35#, and in the forward direction
The forward ion acceleration is predominant. The maxim
momentum reached by the ions ispxi /Mc;1, which corre-
sponds to the GeV energy range. Also, in this case the
celeration mechanism must be attributed to the Coulomb
plosion which gives a final ion energy of the order
ECoulomb'4pe2nlsl'54p2mc2(vpe /v)2( l sl' /l2). For the
parameters of the simulationsECoulomb'Mc2, i.e., '1 GeV.

B. Ion acceleration from a predeformed foil

The deformation of the flat foil induced by the puls
causes a strong focusing of the back reflected radiat
Similarly, a strong collimation of the particles accelerated
the forward direction can be expected when using a pre
formed foil with a curvature opposite to that which would
induced by the radiation~converging lens!. The foil is as-
sumed to be initially deformed in the shape of a parabola
described as the beginning of Sec. III and shown in Fig.

We notice that converging plasma flows, formed und
irradiation of a semicylindrical foil, were investigated e
perimentally for moderate laser powers in Ref.@33#. It was
shown that a hot plasma filament is formed at the axis. T
theoretical description of this process was developed in R
@28#. In the present paper we study this process in the r
tivistic range of plasma parameters where a jet of relativi
ions is formed at the axis instead of a high density filam
of hot plasma.
d

od

c-

c-
x-

n.

e-

s
.
r

e
f.

a-
c
t

In Fig. 9 frames~a! and ~c! correspond tot59(2p/v)
and frames~b! and ~d! correspond tot515(2p/v). Frames
~a! and ~b! show the distribution of the electromagnetic e
ergy density and frames~c! and~d! show thex component of
the electric field in the (x,y) plane. Since the target is ini
tially deformed, the laser pulse is incident obliquely in t
regions outside the center. This causes a high absorptio
the laser radiation with the fractions of the reflected a
transmitted laser light equal to 16.26% and 12.26%. T
energy of the reflected radiation is three times smaller tha
the case of an initially flat foil. In Fig. 10 we see that th
electrons are accelerated more effectively, as compare
the case of the flat foil. The plasma heating up to relativis
energies reduces the refraction index inside the foil, and,
result, the transmission of the light eventually increases@40#.
Figure 11 shows the phase plane of the fast ions. A sh
peak in the (px ,x) plane appears att59(2p/v), as seen in
Fig. 11~a!. This is a significant difference from the case
the flat foil presented in Fig. 8. The peak is formed due to
focusing of the converging ion flows toward the axis and
the expansion of the ion cloud in the forward direction.
t515(2p/v), as seen in Fig. 11~b!, the ion energy is rela-
tivistic and the acceleration is predominantly in the forwa
direction. The maximum ion momentum reachespxi /Mc
;1.2.

C. Electromagnetic filamentation and ion jets
in the plasma cloud

A the comparison of the time evolution of the electro
and ion mean kinetic energies for the flat and for the pre
formed foil is shown in Fig. 12. The solid lines correspond
the flat foil and the dotted lines correspond to the deform
foil. In the case of the deformed foil, the energy gain of bo
electrons and ions is higher than in the case of the flat f
but not significantly so. A more significant difference can
seen in the spatial distribution of the fast ions shown in Fi
f
FIG. 11. The phase plane o
ions (pxi,x) at t59(2p/v) ~a!
and at t515(2p/v) ~b! in the
case of the predeformed foil.
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13 and 14. In Fig. 13 we present the energy density of e
trons ~a! and ions~b! in the (x,y) plane att515(2p/v) in
the case of the flat foil. In frames~c! and~d! we present the
same distributions in the case of the deformed foil and
frame ~e! the energy density of ions att521(2p/v).

In Fig. 14 we present thez component of the magneti
field ~a!, the x component of the electric field~b!, the elec-
tromagnetic energy density of the laser radiation~c!, the en-
ergy density of the ions~d!, the density of the electric charg
(ni2ne) ~e!, and the plot of the quasistatic magnetic fie
and the ion energy density atx54.65 versus they coordinate
at t512(2p/v) ~f! in the case of the deformed foil. In Figs
13~a! and 13~b! we see that the distribution of the electro
expanding in the forward direction inside the plasma is mu
less structured than the ion distribution. The ion dens
shows very clear filaments with scale length of the order
the laser wavelength. In order to explain these structures
invoke the electromagnetic filamentation instability. Sin
the mean energy of the electrons in the expanding plasm
approximately equal to the ion energy, as seen in Fig.
electrons move faster than ions. As is well known, a plas
with a net relative motion between electrons and ions is
stable. This instability is similar to the electron filamentati
instability considered in Ref.@41#. It is easy to show that the

FIG. 12. The electron and ion average energies versus tim
the cases of the flat and the predeformed foil.
c-

n

h
y
f
e

is
2,
a
-

growth rate of this filamentation instability is

G5Qvpi /AQ21vpe
2 /c2g3, ~19!

where Q is the wave number of the perturbations andg
5Ee /mc2 is the electron Lorentz factor. For our simulatio
parameters we obtain that the scale length 2p/Q
'2pcg3/2/vpe , below which the growth rate becomes a
proximately constant, is of the order of the laser wavelen
and that the characteristic time scale of the instability is
proximately 2p/vpi'8(2p/v).

The filamentation of the ion component is also presen
the plasma cloud moving in the backward direction in t
case of the deformed foil@see Figs. 13~e!, 13~f!, 14~d! and
14~e!#. The electromagnetic nature of this instability is a
parent from the correlation between the ion filaments and
regions of reverse polarity of the magnetic field@see Fig.
14~a!#. In the case of the deformed foil the ions moving
the forward direction form a single filament in the shape o
jet. Inside this filament the electric charge neutrality is b
ken, as seen in Fig. 14~e!. However, the repulsion in the
transverse direction due to the electric force is partially b
anced by the magnetic part of the Lorentz force. The pin
ing does not confine the ions in the longitudinal directio
they expand and gain energy. In Fig. 14~f! the quasistatic
magnetic field and the ion energy density atx54.65 versus
the y coordinate att512(2p/v) are shown. The quasistati
magnetic field is approximately ten times smaller than
magnetic field in the laser pulse, i.e., approximate
300 MG. The transverse size of the ion jet is equal to 0.l,
much smaller than the laser wavelength. The magn
pinching inside the jet and, in the case of the predeform
plasma foil, the converging plasma flow lead to an incre
of the ion density. In Fig. 15 we show the ion density ev
lution at the laser beam axis. On the vertical axis the
density is measured in units of the critical plasma density
frame~a! the ion density is presented in the case of a flat fo
We see that att59(2p/v) the ion density is about thre

in
f

il
FIG. 13. The energy density o
electrons~a! and of ions~b! in the
(x,y) plane att515(2p/v) in the
case of the flat foil. In frames~c!
and ~d! the same distributions in
the case of the predeformed fo
and in frame~e! the energy den-
sity of ions att521(2p/v).
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FIG. 14. Laser pulse interaction with the predeformed foil. Thez component of the magnetic field~a!, the x component of the electric
field ~b!, the electromagnetic energy density of the laser radiation~c!, the energy density of the ions~d!, the density of the electric charg
(ni2ne) ~e!, and the plot of the quasistatic magnetic field and the ion energy density atx54.65 versus they coordinate att512(2p/v) ~f!.
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times higher than the initial density in the foil. Later th
density decreases, but remains well above critical densit
t518(2p/v). The ion compression in the case of the d
formed foil is considerably higher. In frame~b! we see that at
t56(2p/v) the compression rate equals about 7. Att
518(2p/v) the ion density in the jet is only twice smalle
than the initial density in the foil and is equal to 15ncr ,
which corresponds to a density of relativistic ions of t
order of 1022 cm23.

IV. CONCLUSION

With the help of 2D3V PIC simulations, we have inve
tigated the ion acceleration during the interaction of petaw
laser pulses with underdense and overdense plasma s
The laser-slab interaction is accompanied by a broad ra
of physical processes, among which we mention the ba
ward self-focusing of the laser light reflected by the foil d
at
-

tt
bs.
ge
k-
-

formed by the radiation. Ion acceleration is the main conc
of this paper. In underdense plasmas we emphasize the
mation of an electric double layer moving with relativist
velocity at the head of the plasma channel drilled by the la
pulse and the formation of a plasma filament on the chan
axis. In the radial direction the ions are accelerated predo
nantly toward the channel walls up to energies correspond
to the value of the ponderomotive potential. At the chan
head ions are accelerated in the forward direction by
electric field of a moving double layer. The situation chang
dramatically when the laser pulse reaches the end of the s
In this case, the plasma filament begins to expand at the
of the channel. High energy electrons expand faster and
ions form a well collimated relativistically moving jet, con
fined in the transverse direction by the pinching in the se
generated magnetic field. The ions in the jet expand in
longitudinal direction because the electric charge is not co
pensated inside the jet. For the parameters that are chara
r

n

FIG. 15. Ion density evolution at the lase
beam axis in the case of the flat~a! and the pre-
deformed foil~b!. The ion density is measured i
units of the critical plasma density.
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istic of the interaction of a petawatt laser pulse with a ne
critical plasma this ‘‘anisotropic Coulomb explosion
accelerates ions up to relativistic energies. We have sh
that the mechanism of anisotropic Coulomb explosion is a
at work in the case of the interaction of a petawatt laser w
a thin slab of overdense plasma and accelerates ions u
relativistic energies. The electromagnetic filamentation ins
bility leads to magnetic pinching in the transverse direct
and to jet formation. A very well collimated ion jet can b
obtained using a properly predeformed plasma foil. With
parabolic foil we have obtained an ion jet with a transve
ion

D
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v,
ro
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ett
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size much smaller than 1mm and a density of the order o
1022 cm23.
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